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Abstract 
Starting with the major graph theoretical invariants of n = No. of vertices (points), 9 = No. 
of edges (lines), and r = No. of rings (independent circuits) and Euler’s fundamental equation 
of (1. + 1) - q + n = 2, a myriad of invariants have evolved for describing the properties of 
molecular graphs (graphs representing molecules). The concepts of the aufbau principle, 
a periodic table set, the excised internal structure (a type of subgraph), the circumscribing 
operation, and the leapfrog operation have led to the development of algorithms that are highly 
useful for understanding and studying the structural properties of the classes of molecules that 
are isomorphic to the polyhex and polypent/polyhex graphs. These concepts will be reviewed 
and illustrated. 
1. Introduction 
Discrete mathematics is the study of finite systems which embodies methods that 
are intuitively practiced by chemists. The quest for elementary substructures (sub- 
graphs) that are carriers of chemical information in compact form is of vital import- 
ance to the practice of chemistry. Chemists are fairly proficient in putting knowledge 
into a visual shape representation. They use graph theoretical notational devices in 
order to make many geometrical properties and spatial relationships of molecules 
explicit at many levels of abstraction. Symmetry and similarity are important concep- 
tual tools in shape recognition and shape comparison of molecules. Group theory, 
graph theoretical invariants, and elementary substructures provides the vocabulary 
for shape descriptions. The purely mathematical quantities of graphs are empirically 
linked to the observed chemical properties of molecules [20]. 
Two different approach philosophies exist among chemists. One strives to develop 
ab initio quantum mechanical methods for computing all chemical properties from 
first principles. This approach is computationally intensive. The other group takes 
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a semiempirical/molecular modelling approach. Our approach is the latter. Within 
this approach, we restrict ourselves to methods that are fundamentally simple, capable 
of being quantitative, and pedagogically favorable. We seek to develop descriptive 
and conceptual tools for understanding and predicting chemical properties without 
having to resort to computationally intensive methodologies. Our strategy is to 
develop methods that allow one to understand the properties of small molecules, and 
then learn how to decompose large molecules into smaller substructures that are 
computationally amenable to the methods developed for the small molecules. A key 
feature of this strategy is the identification of elementary substructures [20] that we 
call atoms (graph vertices), bonds (graph edges), rings (graph circuits), excised internal 
structures (subgroups spanned by the internal vertices), elementary aufbau units 
(C4H2, CsH, and C,), elementary capping units (C,, CS, CZ, C, and edge), functional 
groups (subgraphs with a collection of weighted edges and vertices), monomeric units 
(repeating subgraphs), l-factor subgraphs, 2-factor subgraphs, Sachs graphs, and 
Ulam subgraphs. Our contributions directed toward this goal will be reviewed. 
2. Basic Definitions 
2. I. General terminology 
A graph with a single vertex or two vertices and cyclic graphs on n vertices are 
designated by K1 = LI or KZ = LZ and C,,, respectively. A complete graph (K,,) on 
n vertices has an edge connkting every vertex to every other vertex. The complete 
graph on one vertex (KI) is isomorphic to the methyl radical chemical species, and the 
complete graph on two ver’ees (Kz) is isomorphic with the ethene molecule. C, is the 
complete graph on three vertices (KS) and is isomorphic to the cyclopropenyl molecu- 
le. Cs is isomorphic to the benzene molecular graph. A (linear) path on n vertices is 
designated by L,. A spannir. subgraph covers all n vertices of graph G. A l-factor 
subgraph (1-F) is a spanning subgraph having vertices of degree-l and consists of n/2 
Kz components. A 2-factor subgraph (2-F) is a spanning subgraph having vertices of 
degree-2 and consists C, components where Cm = n. A Hamiltonian subgraph is 
a single spanning C, subgraph. A spanning sextet subgraph (2-F6) is made up of n/6 
CS components. Sachs gn .IS are subgraphs consisting of only Kz and C, compo- 
nents. Ulam subgraphs are obtained by deleting one vertex at a time. 
2.2. Chemical relevant terminology 
A polyhex is a connected system of hexagons consisting of only degree-2 (counted 
by NH) and degree-3 (counted by NI, + Npc) vertices and e(2,2), e(2,3), and e(3,3) type 
edges; e(i, j) is the number of edges with vertices of i and j degrees. The a-bond 
skeleton of a benzenoid (PAH6) is isomorphic to a polyhex, and herein polyhex 
graphs will be used to represent molecular graphs of benzenoids [8]. To convert 
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a given polyhex to a benzenoid molecular structure replace each degree-2 vertex by 
a methine = C < “, each degree-3 vertex by a quaternary carbon = C < , and fill-in 
the double bonds such as to satisfy the valence of four for all the carbons. A polypent 
system is a connected system of pentagons having only degree-2 and degree-3 vertices; 
corresponding molecular graphs are designated by PAH5s [21]. A polypent/polyhex 
system is a connected graph of pentagons and hexagons. The o-bond skeleton of 
a fluorenoid/fluoranthenoid or indacenoid are polypent/polyhex graphs possessing 
one pentagonal ring [16] or two pentagonal rings [17] among otherwise hexagonal 
rings, respectively. Benzenoids, fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids, and indacenoids are con- 
densed (fused) ring systems without bridging bonds. Fullerene molecular graphs are 
polypent/polyhex systems with only degree-3 vertices [22]. The following relation- 
ships between the C,H,Y molecular formula and the corresponding molecular graph of 
these systems are useful [S]: 
N,=n=q+l-r, 
Nn=S=qf3(1-r). (1) 
The perimeter topology of a polyhex of polypent/polyhex graph can be defined in 
terms of the number of intervening degree-2 vertices (i.e., C-Hs) between two graph 
degree-3 vertices on the outer boundary. There are four types of degree-2 perimeter 
regions. The number of bay regions is designated by %0 (perimeter regions with two 
degree-3 vertices adjacent), the number of solo regions by SZI (regions having one 
degree-2 vertex bounded by degree-3 perimeter vertices), the number of duo regions 
by nl (regions having two adjacent degree-2 vertices surrounded by degree-3 peri- 
meter vertices), the number of trio regions by ng (perimeter regions having three 
adjacent degree-2 vertices), and the number of quart0 regions by nd (perimeter regions 
with four adjacent degree-2 vertices). The following equations are valid for all polyhex 
and polypent/polyhex graph perimeters [S, 16,171. 
- +zO + ‘YIP + 2+ty3 + 3n, = 6 - r5. (2) 
~1 + 2n2 + 3~23 + 4ti4 = NH. 
The number of degree-3 vertices on the perimeter of a polyhex molecular graph is 
designated by N,,. The number of internal degree-3 vertices (vertices bounded by 
three rings) of a molecular graph is designated by Nr,. The molecular graph of 
benzenoid has three types of edges: Table 1 presents a summary of some of these 
invariants. 
Benzenoids are either cata-condensed (NI, = 0, +~d > 1, +Q = 0) or peri- condensed 
(NI, > 0). Cata-condensed benzenoids can be a linear scenes (+Q = 0), kinked systems, 
or branched systems (+z, > 2), or some combination of these. A strictly peri-condensed 
benzenoid is characterized by a connected excised internal structure with ~4 = 0 [S]. 
Neither of the peri-condensed benzenoids, benzo[a]pyrene or perylene (CZ~HIZ 
isomers), are strictly peri-condensed because the former has a benzo appendage 
(~4 = 1) and the latter has a disconnected excised internal structure corresponding to 
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Table 1 
Benzenoid structural invariants and elementary substructures of chemical signifi- 
cance 
Invariant Definition/Information Content 
Example 
application 
NH 
NIC 
NP 
4 
r 
Elementary 
substructure 
Clar sextet 
4 Net No. of disconnections or 
connections among the internal 
c-bonds or molecular graph edges 
bounded by two fused rings, 
d, + N,, = r - 2 
No. of carbon atoms/No. of 
molecular graph vertices, 
N, = N,, + N,, + Nn 
No. of hydrogen atoms/No. of 
degree-2 molecular graph vertices 
No. of internal carbon atoms 
bounded by three rings/No. 
of internal molecular graph 
degree-3 vertices 
No. of perimeter carbon atoms 
between two fused rings/No. 
of peripheral degree-3 molecular 
graph vertices, N,, = NH - 6 
No. of C-C a-bond/No. of mole- 
cular graph edges, 2q = 3N, - NH 
No. of rings, I = q + 1 - N, 
Embedding 
fragment 
3 mutually permutable a-bonds 
within a hexagonal ring of 
a Kekule structure 
Recurring subgraphs of alternat- 
ing signs linked by nodes which 
covers a structure possessing 
its eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenvectors 
Excised internal 
structure (EIS) 
Irreducible 
subgraph 
Mirror fragment 
Subgraph spanned by the internal 
vertices 
Recurring unit of a molecular 
graph of C. symmetry 
Right-hand fragment generated 
by mirror plane fragmentation 
of a molecular graph 
Isomer 
enumeration 
Eigenvalue 
computation 
Determining 
common 
eigenvalues 
Perimeter units n,, nr, nz, n3, and n denote the No. Spectroscopy, 
of perimeter units having 0, 1, 2, 3 reactivity site, 
and 4 consecutive degree-2 vertices moments, 
within degree-3 vertices on the circumscribing 
Periodic Table 
Formulas, 
appraisal of 
stability 
Formulas 
Periodic Table 
Measure of 
circumference 
Appraisal of 
stability 
Measure of size 
Appraisal of 
stability 
Determining 
common 
eigenvalues 
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Table 1 Continued 
Invariant Definition/Information Content 
Example 
application 
Elementary 
aufbau units 
benzenoid perimeter, respectively; 
specifically, no is the No. of bay 
regions and n,, is the No. of coves, 
_ n, + nz + 2n, + 3n, = 6 
_ n, + nz + 2n, + 3n, = 6 
C2 units are attached to bay 
regions, CaH units are 
attached to vee regions, and 
C,H2 units are attached to 
e(3,3) edges 
Benzenoid 
enumerations 
Elementary 
capping units 
Sachs graphs 
G, Cs, G, C, edge 
All combinations of disjoint K, 
and C. subgraphs 
Generation of 
fullerenes 
Generation of 
characteristic 
polynomials 
l-factor subgraph Spanning subgraph made up of The number of l- 
exclusively KZ components factor subgraphs 
corresponds to 
the number of 
Kekult structures 
which is a mea- 
sure of molecular 
stability 
24actor subgraph Spanning subgraph made up of Determination of 
exclusively circuit components various proper- 
having only degree-2 vertices ties 
Hamiltonian A single component spanning Determination of 
circuit 2-factor subgraph various proper- 
ties 
two methyl radicals (2&L,) subgraphs); isomers are nonisomorphic molecular graphs 
with the same molecular formula. Pyrene (C16H10) is the smallest nonradical strictly 
peri-condensed benzenoid. All the formulas on the left-hand staircase edge of the 
formula periodic table for benzenoids (Table PAH6) correspond to strictly peri- 
condensed benzenoids except naphthalene (C,,H,). Fig. 1 illustrates these invariants 
with representative molecular graphs. The formula periodic table set for benzenoid 
hydrocarbons (PAH6s) will be designated as Table PAH6. Here one needs to distin- 
guish between Table PAH6(even) and Table PAH6(odd) where (even) means even 
carbon benzenoids (or even vertex polyhexes) and (odd) means odd carbon ben- 
zenoids. Thus, 
Table PAH6 = Table PAH6(even) U Table PAH6(odd). 
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benzo[a]anthracene chrysene 
NIc = 
0 
q=Zl 
r=4 
OP C18H12 
benzo[a]pyrene 
NIC = 2 
q =24 
r =5 
NIc = O 
q =21 
r=4 
trio 
Fig. 1. Some invariants for representative benzenoid (polyhex) systems. 
3. Aufbau principle 
3.1. Historical 
Our seminal paper [S] presented for the first time the recursive building-up 
principle (the later improved version is referred to as the aufbau principle), a formula 
periodic table for benzenoids (Table PAH6), constant-isomer series, the excised 
internal structure/circumscribing principle, and fluoranthene-related isomers in rudi- 
mentary form. The first constant-isomer series discovered is the one-isomer coronene 
series; the ultimate excised internal structure of benzene was successively circum- 
scribed with hexagonal rings to give the coronene one-isomer series. All these 
concepts were more fully developed in the later papers [6,7, lo]. 
The recursive building-up (aufbau) principle for polyhexes involves three principal 
building-up units which will be shown to be totally sufficient o generate the structures 
of all possible polyhex molecular graphs. The three elementary aufbau units are 
CZ (KZ) units that are attached with edges to the degree-2 vertices of bay regions, C3H 
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C16”lO 
pyrene 
I + c2 
08 
C14”lO 
/ 
+ X3” 
+ C4”2 
tr iplieny lene 
Scheme 1. Representative aufbau constructions with the three elementary aufbau units: C2, C3H, and C4H2. 
(L3) units that are attached with edges to the degree-2 vertices of vee regions, 
and C4Hz (L4) that are attached with edges to the degree-2 vertices of (free) edges 
(Scheme I). 
Our original recursive building-up algorithm [S] focussed on even carbon 
benzenoids and assumed two postulates: First, the formula for any benzenoid is 
contained in Table PAH6; second, all possible isomers are enumerated by all combi- 
natorial attachments of one C = CH-CH = C unit (equivalent to diacetylene) to the 
immediately preceding row series homologue isomers and by all combinatorial 
attachments of two successive C = CH-C units to the immediately preceding column 
homologue isomers; replicates were invariably generated and discarded. Since the 
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a3+~-020 
naphthalene 
C10H8 
‘qH2 
an thracene 
- CH 
+ 3 
co 
+ 
v C3H 
\ 09 
54*10 
phensnthrene 
-@ 
) 
+c 
2 
56*10 
pyrene 
-- 
benzo ghi perylene 
c 3 
coronene 
c22ki12 ‘24*12 
Scheme II. Aufbau constructions that generate the only isomers of C1,Hlo, C16H10, and Cz4HlZ. 
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cata-condensed benzenoids have no formula in Table PAH6 above them, the first 
attachment mode gave the complete set of isomers. For example (Scheme II), the two 
different attachments of a C4H2 unit to naphthalene (Ci0H8) give anthracene and 
phenanthrene (Ci4Hi0), and attachment of two successive C3H units to naphthalene 
gives pyrene (Ci6Hi0) which may also be generated by attaching a CZ unit to the bay 
region of phenanthrene (Ci4Hi0). Various stages of improvement of this initial 
algorithm were subsequently evolved [6,7, lo]. Since many of the strictly 
peri-condensed benzenoids have no formula in Table PAH6 at their left (called 
extreme-left benzenoids), one might conjecture that the second attachment (two C,Hs) 
would give the complete set of isomers. To test this conjecture, we needed the 
complete set of C3aHi6 benzenoid isomeric structures which did not become available 
until they were generated for the first time by our more fully developed excised 
internal structure concept [6,7]. Since attachment of two C3H units to ovalene 
(&Hi4) did not generate circumbiphenyl (&Hi6) but attachment of C2 to the 
relevant Cj6Hi6 structures did, this conjecture proved false. Strictly peri-condensed 
benzenoids isomers having formulas in Table PAH6 with no formulas either immedi- 
ately above or to their left represented a special case [9] and the structures of smaller 
formulas were initially generated by attaching a C = C unit to a bay region of the 
benzenoid structures having formulas located diagonally to the upper right [S, 91. For 
example (Scheme II), attachment of a C2 unit to the bay region of the ben- 
zo [ghi] perylene (CZ2H 1 2) gives coronene (CZ4H 1 2) and attachment of a CZ unit to the 
bay region of dibenzo[bc, eflcoronene (&Hi4) generates ovalene (C32H14) [ll]. 
Here again the excised internal structure concept was employed to ascertain conform- 
ity of the results and then subsequently used extensively to generate constant-isomer 
benzenoids and their antecedents [12,13,15,18]. 
Extremal benzenoids are defined as having the maximum N,, value for a given 
r value [a]. All constant-isomer benzenoids are extremal. Adding rings in a spiral 
fashion is referred to as a spiral walk. The spiral walk generates one extremal 
benzenoid for each r value. Starting with naphthalene, both the spiral walk and the 
modified spiral walk require only attachment of C, and C3H units with formation of 
each additional ring and, therefore, does not generate all extremal isomers. 
3.2. Ayfiau terminology 
Our improved building-up algorithm was thereafter referred to as the aufbau 
principle and the CZ, C3H, C4Hz units were called the elementary aufbau units 
[lo, 11,141. Given the target benzenoid formula of C,H,, the following aufbau prin- 
ciple will generate all the corresponding isomeric benzenoid structures: Obtain all the 
combinatorial attachments of C = CH-CH = C on all e(2,2) perimeter edges belong- 
ing to the Cn_4Hs_2 benzenoid structures, two C = CH-C to the vee perimeter 
regions belonging to the C,_ 6Hs_ 2 benzenoid structures, and C = C to the bay 
regions belonging to the C,_BH, benzenoid structures. After deleting all replicate 
structures, one will have generated all the C,H, benzenoid structures possible. 
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In a recent review [Z] of our work, Cyvin and co-workers tend to confuse our original 
recursive enumeration procedure [S] with our final improved aufbau version which is 
totally sufficient [lo, 11,141. Previously these workers proposed that C4Hz attach- 
ment to e(2,2) edges, CZ attachment to bay regions, and edge attachment to a triplet of 
bays would generate all normal benzenoids; abnormal benzenoids have bonds that are 
always single or double regardless of their Kekule’ structure and are said to be essentially 
disconnected [4]. Our aufbau principle is more general because all benzenoids - normal, 
essentially disconnected, non-Kekulean, or helical-are generated [lo, 11,141. 
3.3. Chemical relevance 
The aufbau algorithm has many features in common with the way benzenoids are 
actually formed. The appearance of PAH+ in fuel-rich flames is associated with an 
increase in the concentration of diacetylene (C,H,). Laboratory experiments have 
shown that diacetylene adds efficiently to the ion-radical of benzene (C,H,) to give the 
ion-radical of naphthalene (C,,Hs) [l] ; subsequent addition of diacetylene to the 
ion-radical of naphthalene results in the formation of anthracene (C14H10). Dicarbon 
(C,) and C3 + H are also known transient chemical species in flames. 
4. A periodic table set 
Table 2 gives the criteria for a periodic table set which when obeyed displays well- 
defined characteristic properties [21]. A periodic table set is defined as a partially order 
set (poset) forming a two-dimensional array of infinite extent which complies with the 
triad principle where any central element has a metric property that is the arithmetic 
mean of two oppositely adjacent elements. This construct leads to hierarchical ordering, 
periodicity of at least one invariant, and edge effects. By edge effects, we mean that 
member elements located on the edge (boundary) of the two-dimensional rray possess 
more unique properties. The periodic table of atomic elements is a periodic table set. 
Table 2 
Criteria for a periodic table set 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Partially ordered set - obeys reflexivity, anti-symmetry, and 
transitivity 
Two--dimenionality of infinite extent (well ordered) 
Compliance with the triad principle - any central 
element has a metric property which is the 
arithmetic mean of the two oppositely adjancent 
elements 
Properties of a periodic table set 
1. Hierarchical ordering 
2. Edge effects - elements on the 2-dimensional edge are more 
unique 
3. Periodicity of at least one invariant 
4. Smallest element is frequently most unique 
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5. Periodic table for benzenoids (Table PAH6) 
5. I. Construction of Table PAH6 
Given a disconnection set DS = ( . . . , - 2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, . . ) and the internal 
vertex set IV = (0, 1, 2, . . ), the product DS x IV is the collection of order pairs 
(d,, N,,). The relation R from set DS to IV is given by Table PAH6 and is the subset of 
R = Table PAH6 c DS x IV. We say d, is related to N,, (by the relation R) if (d,, N,,) 
E (Table PAH6). Thus, 
Table PAH6 c {(d,, NI,); d, + N,, = r - 2, Y > 1, N1, = 0, 1, ... } 
and is a hierarchical organization which is the focus of this work. 
5.2. Some properties of Table PAH6 
In Table PAH6 every benzenoid structure in a given column has the same d, value, 
and every structure in the same row has the same N,, value. d, = N,, - r 
(N,, = NH - 6, Y = q + 1 - N,) is the net number of disconnections (or/and connec- 
tions) among the internal edges (edges bounded by two hexagons and two degree-3 
end vertices) of the molecular graph. Member structures in the same column with 
same d, value belong to the same column series (N, = 3NH - 14 - 2d,, d, specified), 
and member structures in the same row with the same N,, value belong to the same 
row series (N, = 2NH - 6 + Nlc, N,, specified). For example, all PAH6 isomers of the 
formulas C I qH 1 o and C 1 gH 1 2 have the same value of N,, = 0 and all PAH6 isomers of 
the formulas C18H12 and CZ4H14 have the same value of d, = 2. A well-order set has 
a least element. In the case of Table PAH6, naphthalene (C1,,H8) is the least element. 
Table PAH6 extends infinitely in three directions - horizontally to the right, vertically 
down, an in a slanting zigzag downward direction to the left. The horizontal edge 
consists of the cata-condensed benzenoid formulas beginning with C10H8 for naph- 
thalene and the left-hand staircase edge contains all the strictly peri-condensed 
benzenoid formulas that either belong to constant-isomer series or, less frequently, are 
immediate antecedents to constant-isomer benzenoids. Both cata-condensed and 
constant-isomer benzenoids possess characteristically unique properties (edge effect). 
In Table PAH6, the ratio of N,/Nn for any column approaches 3 as the number of 
rings increases; N, = 3NH for every formula in the column beginning with C54H18 
(Its = - 7 column series). Similarly, the ratio of NC/NH for any row approaches 2 as 
the number of rings increases; N, = 2Nn for any formula in the row beginning with 
C,,H,, (N1, = 6 row series). In the rows of Table PAH6, the number of carbons 
N, increases from left to right according to the even residue classes of congruent 
modulo 4. For example, in the N1, = 0 and N1, = 2 row series, the number of carbons 
follow N, = 2 (mod 4) and N, = 0 (mod4), respectively. Hamiltonian circuits are 
single component spanning C, subgraphs and will occur only in structures having 
formulas belonging to the N, = 2 (mod4) row series. 
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In the columns of Table PAH6(even), the number of carbons N, increases down- 
ward from the top according to the even residue classes of congruent modulo 6. In the 
d, = 0, d, = 1, and d, = 2 column series, for example, the number of carbons follow 
N, = 4 (mod 6), N, = 2 (mod 6), and N, = 0 (mod 6) respectively. 
5.3. Other versions of Table PAH6 
While Table PAH6 is based on the ordered pair of invariants (d,, N,,) according to 
d, + NI, = r - 2, any pair of the invariants d,, NIc, and r can be used as (x, y) 
-coordinates for construction of a different version of a formula periodic table ,for 
benzenoids [21]. For example, C,H, benzenoid formulas can be alternatively be 
arranged in a (Nrc, r) coordinate system. This leads to a table where all the formulas in 
columns have the same NI, values and all the formulas in the same rows have the same 
number of rings, but now the cata-condensed formulas starting with CiOHs form 
a vertical left-hand edge and the constant-isomer benzenoid formulas form a right- 
hand staircase edge. This version still complies with the criteria for a periodic table set 
listed in Table 2. In fact, any pair of coordinate invariants chosen will not produce 
a substantive change in our formulation of Table PAH6. In other words, Table PAH6 
is just one of six different 2-dimensional projections of a plane in three-space 
consisting of digital points (x, y, z) = (d,, Nro r) defined by the equation of 
d, + N,, - r = - 2. Similarly, it is easy to show that the invariants of d, and N,, can 
be replaced by N, and NH to give N, - Nn - 2r = - 2. Again, any two of the 
invariants of N,, NH and r can be selected to give periodic tables with three different 
(x, y) -coordinates which are simply different 2-dimensional projections of the plane 
N, - NH - 2r = - 2 in 3-space. A formula periodic for table for benzenoids based on 
this latter relationship is referred to as Table PAH6’ with a prime [12,14]. 
5.4. Vector operations 
Let C,H, be a chemical benzenoid formula. All order pairs (n, s) associated with 
a PAH6 formula can be regarded as being analogous to 2-dimensional vectors. Two 
vectors v and t are perpendicular if their dot product is zero, namely v 
t = vrt, + v2t2 = 0. Thus if a vector v = (vl, v2) , then its perpendicular is 
vp = ( - v2, ol) since vvp = - a1v2 + oZvl = 0. Two vectors are parallel if t 
v,, = - tlnZ + t2a1 = 0. Also, parallel vectors have proportional order pairs. All 
ordered pairs associated with the PAH6 formulas in the d, = - 7 column series of 
Table PAH6 correspond to a set of parallel vectors represented by (58, 18) = (3, 1); 
similarly, all ordered pairs associated with the Ni, = 6 row series correspond to a set 
of parallel vectors represented by (24, 12) = (2, 1) The dot product of ( - 1, 3) with 
any member of a set of vectors associated with some particular column of formulas 
in Table PAH6 will have the same value, and the dot product of ( - 1, 2) with 
any member of vectors belonging to a given row in Table PAH6 will have 
the same numerical value. In other words, ( - 1,3). (N,, NH) = 14 + 2d, and 
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( - 1,2). (IV,, NH) = 6 - Ni, which are the general equations given above for the 
columns and rows of Table PAH6, respectively [9]. 
Through a vector addition analog method, it has been shown that the total prc 
energy (Ek) of a large benzenoid (nL, sL) can be estimated from known E, values of 
smaller ones [S, lo]. Accordingly, if the number of carbon (n”) and hydrogen (sL) 
atoms of a large benzenoid is related by (nL, sL) = (n, s) + (n’, s’) = (n + n’, s + s’) to 
the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms of smaller benzenoids, Ek = E, + Eh. 
5.5. Other periodic table sets 
Periodic table sets have been constructed for total resonant sextet benzenoids 
[Table PAH6 (sextet)] [lS], fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids [Table PAH5,6(F/F)] [16], 
indacenoids [Table PAH5,6(1)] [17], and even carbon polypentagonal systems 
[Table PCHYj [21], in general. All these periodic table sets comply with the criteria 
listed in Table 2. 
6. Excised internal structure/circumscribing principle 
6.1. Circumscribing with hexagonal rings 
The excised internal structure/circumscribing principle is an extremely important 
concept which leads to constant-isomer series. The circumscribing of ethene (C,H,) 
with a perimeter of 14 carbon atoms and supplementing with 6 hydrogen atoms in 
such a way as to generate only hexagonal rings with each atom fulfilling proper 
valence leads to pyrene (Ci6H10, Scheme III). Conversely. excising out the connected 
internal carbon vertices of pyrene with simultaneous transfer of 4 hydrogen atoms 
leads to ethene. Circumscribing and excision are reverse operations. Since there is 
only one isomer of ethene, there can only be one benzenoid isomer of the formula of 
C1 gH I o, namely pyrene. Circumscribing pyrene with a 26 carbon atom perimeter and 
supplementing with 6 more hydrogens give the only C&Hi6 benzenoid possible, 
called circum(26)pyrene. Continuing this process leads to the one-isomer circum- 
pyrene series. Similarly, successively circumscribing naphthalene (Cr0H8) or coronene 
(CZ4H12) leads to two other one-isomer benzenoid series (Scheme III). Successive 
circumscribing fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids and indacenoids with perimeters of hexa- 
gonal rings has also been shown to give constant isomer series. 
4.2. Constant-isomer series 
In general, constant-isomer series are generated by the circumscribing algorithm 
and are infinite sets of polycyclic conjugated hydrocarbons with increasing numbers 
of carbon and hydrogen atoms which have equal numbers of isomers at each stage of 
increasing formula. For each circumscribing step, the initial N, and NH values are 
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Scheme III. Illustration of circumscribing with hexagonal rings to generate the even carbon one-isomer 
series. The excised internal structures are shown in bold. 
increased to NA and Nh per the following equations: 
N: = N, + 2NH + 6 - r; 
N;,=NH+6-r; 
(3) 
A necessary and sufficient condition to prevent the circumscribing of a polycyclic 
system is the presence of adjacent bay regions. 
4.3. Topological paradigm 
As one moves downward on the left-hand staircase edges of Table PAH6(even), 
Table PAH6 (odd), Table PAH6(polyradical), Table PAH6(sextet), Table PAHS, 
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6(F/F), and Table PAH5,6(1), a constant-isomer pattern of . . . abb . . . , . . . abb . . . , 
. . . abb . . . , . . . abb . . . , . . . aabcb . . . , and . . . abac . . . , respectively, are observed. For 
those constant-isomer series with the same cardinality (b or a), there exist a one-to-one 
topological (point group symmetry, +z,, values, selective lineations, etc.) matching 
between the structures of their membership. This topological paradigm is illustrated, 
in part, by the two D 2h one-isomer series in Scheme III. 
6.4. Branching graph 
A branching graph of a polyhex is the subgraph that contain the branching 
(degree-3) vertices and the edges connecting them [23]. It has some utility by helping 
one to recognize whether a ployhex possesses a Hamiltonian path or not. The 
presence of the Hamiltonian path in a polyhex facilitates encoding its structure for 
information transmission and in predicting its magnetic properties [23]. The set of 
edges in the branching graph contains the same set of internal edges q1 which can be 
used to generate in the invariant d, by counting the number of tree disconnections per 
p3 = qr + 1 + d, [S]. If the branching graph has no degree-2 vertices, then stripping it 
of its degree-l vertices gives the excised internal structure (EIS) of the corresponding 
benzenoid molecular graph. The absence of degree-2 vertices in the branching graph is 
a sufficient but not necessary condition for its benzenoid molecular graph to be 
strictly peri-condensed. 
6.5. Circumscribing with a combination of pentagonal and hexagonal rings 
Successive circumscribing of benzenoids, fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids, or in- 
dacenoids with exclusively hexagonal rings in the prior section could be performed 
indefinitely to produce constant-isomer series of infinite extent. Successive circumscri- 
bing of polypent/polyhex systems with a combination of pentagonal and hexagonal 
rings eventually terminates with the number of pentagons reachs twelve (sometimes 
including the outermost perimeter) which occurs simultaneously with the formation of 
(five or six) adjacent bay regions (no = 5 or 6). Th’ is t erminal structure either corres- 
ponds to the Schlegel of a polyhedral fullerene carbon cluster or can be capped to give 
one. 
To generate the Schlegel of a fullerene having 12 pentagonal rings (sometimes 
including the outer perimeter), successively circumscribe a given EIS devoid of 
adjacent bay regions until the number of degree-2 vertices are reduced to six or less. If 
there are five or six degree-2 vertices, circumscribe a final time; this last step is 
equivalent o capping with a pentagon or hexagon, respectively. Scheme IV presents 
examples of these two cappings (circumscriptions) on the smallest unique fullerenes. If
there are four degree-2 vertices, cap with a C2 (KZ) unit by attaching with four 
noncrossing bonds (edges). If there are three degree-2 vertices, cap with a carbon atom 
(vertex) by attaching it with three bonds (edges). If there are two degree-2 vertices, join 
one to the other with an edge. Table 1 summarizes these five elementary capping units. 
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base EIS 
Scheme IV. Circumscribing with pentagonal rings, as above, or a combination of pentagonal and 
hexagonal rings terminates when 12 total pentagons are obtained. 
Which fullerene is generated depends on the initial starting EIS and on the combina- 
tion of pentagonal with hexagonal rings circumscribed in step. Circumscribing with 
a combination pentagonal and hexagonal rings in such a way that all the pentagons 
are isolated from each other can be accomplished for the first time with C&. The 
generation of the Schlegel of C60 buckminsterfullerene with the truncated icosahedron 
structure which has all its pentagon faces isolated by hexagonal ones can be accomp- 
lished by each of the above five different capping processes [24]. Starting with the 
EISs of C6 and C5 and successively circumscribing with a combination of isolated 
pentagons and adjacent hexagons in such a way as to avoid adjacent pentagons leads 
to polycyclic structures with six and five degree-2 vertices which can be capped with 
C, and C, elementary capping units, respectively. Similarly, successively circumscri- 
bing napthalenoctyl or acenaphylenoctyl with a combination of isolated pentagonal 
and hexagonal rings will give polycyclic structures that can be capped with C2 or 
C units, respectively, to generate buckminsterfullerene. Note that the EISs and 
capping units can be interchanged in the circumscribing algorithm. 
6.6. Augmented circumscribing and the leapfrog algorithms 
Even carbon benzenoids are more stable than odd carbon ones because the latter 
are invariably radical species (can not have l-factor subgraphs) capable of only 
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transitory existence. Radical species violate the well known octet rule for the atomic 
elements. This was the motivation for our sorting out Table PAH6(even) from Table 
PAH6(odd). Of the even carbon benzenoids, total resonant sextet (TRS) benzenoids 
are among the more stable ones (have more l-factor and %-factor subgraphs). Total 
resonant sextet benzenoids have their N, values divisible by six and correspond to 
structures totally covered by Clar sextets, i.e., they have 2-factor subgraphs composed 
of exclusively hexagons [lS]. This is the sextet rule. The essentially strain-free total 
resonant sextet (TRS) benzenoid subset are more stable than the strained ones. 
Essentially strain-free TRS benzenoids have nonhelical structures devoid of adjacent 
bay regions. Helical polyhexes can not be imbedded on the infinite polyhex (graphite) 
lattice. For example, triphenylene in Scheme I is the kinetically more stable C16H12 
benzenoid isomer out five and is the smallest known essentially strain-free TRS fused 
benzenoid. We have shown that augmented circumscribing of essentially strain- 
free TRS benzenoids leads to infinite constant-isomer series called constant- 
sextet-isomer series having exactly the same sequence of isomer number values as 
observed for the constant-isomer benzenoid series described previously [lS]. Sub- 
sequently, it demonstrated that application of Fowler’s leapfrog algroithm on the 
constant-isomer benzenoids [21,19] leads to exactly the same results as augmented 
circumscribing but is more general. The leapfrog algorithm consists of omnicapping 
each hexagon of inner dualizing. Omnicapping generates a deltagonal system of 
trigonal rings. Placing a point inside each trigonal ring and connecting those points in 
adjacent trigonal rings with an edge converts the deltagonal system to a successor 
TRS benzenoid. This is illustrated in Scheme V in the conversion of phenalenyl to 
triphenylene. Thus, these algorithms allow one to identify the structures of the more 
kinetically stable benzenoids without requiring them to know the structures of all the 
isomers! 
open-she11 closed-shell 
inner dual 
phenalenyl deltagonal triphenylene 
system 
C18H12 
Scheme V. Application of the leapfrog algorithm on phenalenyl radical leads to triphenylene. 
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7. Generation of constant-isomer benzenoids 
7. I General algorithm description 
If one selects any set of qualified polyene isomers (qualified polyenes are conjugated 
systems having no less than two carbon gaps) or any set of qualified benzenoid 
isomers (qualified benzenoids are devoid of adjacent bay regions) of n = N, carbon 
atoms s = NH hydrogen atoms and circumscribe them with a perimeter of 2NH + 6 
carbon atoms incrementing the hydrogens by six in such a way as to only generate 
hexagonal rings, one obtains a set of successor benzenoids of the increased formula 
C nt2si4 Hs+6 [12,13,15,18]. Adding other structures (benzobenzenoids, methylenyl- 
benzenoids, dimethylenylbenzenoids, ethenylbenzenoids) of the same formula, if they 
exist, to this set, one can again circumscribe to obtain another set of benzenoids. This 
process can be repeated successively, where the number of isomers are increased at 
each step, until one obtains a formula on a protrusive position of the left-hand 
staircase edge of Table PAH6. Once this occurs, further circumscribing leads to the 
same number benzenoid isomers because there can be no other related structures of 
this formula. Thus, a set of strictly peri-condensed benzenoids which have no other 
related isomeric structures (benzobenzenoids, methylenylbenzenoids, dimethylenyl- 
benzenoids, ethenylbenzenoids) with a formula on the staircase edge of Table PAH6 
can be successively circumscribed to give successor benzenoids with the same number 
of isomers [25]; benzenoids with this property are called constant-isomer series. 
7.2. Topological paradigm for benzenoid constant-isomer series 
Circumscribing a PAH6 with a perimeter of hexagonal rings gives a successor 
PAH6’ having the same symmetry and number of bay regions (no) and selective 
lineations (1’); selective lineations are lines drawn from one side of a benzenoid to the 
other in such a way as to perpendicularly bisect parallel hexagon edges with the 
benzenoid periphery being relatively convex. The smallest benzenoid systems of 
a constant-isomer series are called the first generation (base) members. For example, 
benzene, napthalene and pyrene in Scheme III are the base members of the three 
one-isomer series. Two different constant-isomer series of the same class with the same 
isomer number and symmetry distribution among its membership are correspondent 
series [ 15,251. The benzene/coronene D,, one-isomer series is unique and the naph- 
thalene/ovalene and pyrene DZh one-isomer series are correspondent series. Ethene is 
the ultimate excised internal structure and pyrene is penultimate excised internal 
structure of the respective one-isomer shown in Scheme III. 
Starting with the smallest even carbon base member (C,H,), the known 
isomer numbers (including the diradical, tetraradical subsets in parentheses) for 
the even carbon constant-isomer benzenoid series for Table PAHB(even) are 
l,l, 1,2(1),3(1),3(1),7(2), 12(4), 12(4),27(12),38(19),38(19),86(46,1), 128(70,1), 128(70, 
l), 264(162,2), 373(239,4), 373(239,4), 749(504,12), 1055(726,19), 1055(726,19) 2022 
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(1471,46), 2765(2062,70), 2765(2062,70), . .. [15]. Note the isomer number pattern 
regularity of . . . a, b, b . . . . Series with the same isomer number of b are correspon- 
dent constant-isomer series. Fig. 2 presents the two correspondent four-isomer series 
in parallel order according to their topological characteristics. 
Starting with the smallest odd carbon base member (C, 3H9), the known monoradi- 
cal isomer numbers (including the triradical, pentaradical subsets in parentheses) for 
odd carbon constant-isomer benzenoid series for Table PAH6(odd) are 
1, 1, 1,2,4,4,12(l), 19(l), 19(1),46(2), 70(4), 70(4), 162(12), 239(19), 239(19), 504(46), 726 
(70), 726(70), 1471(162, l), 2062(239, l), 2062 (239, l), . . . . In addition to the isomer 
number pattern of . . . a, b, b . . . noted above for then even carbon constant-isomer 
series, close inspection will reveal to the reader that exactly the same isomer cardinal- 
ity sequence xists for the monoradical, diradical, triradical, tetraradical, pentaradical, 
etc. constant-isomer subsets [15]. These general correspondences i part of what we 
call a topological paradigm. 
&.-a - - 
C 
2v 
K= 20 
K = 30 K = 40 
diradical 
K=O 
Fig. 2. The base (first generation) strictly peri-condensed benzenoid structures belonging to the two 
corresponding four-isomer series in parallel order according to their matching topological characteristics. 
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Fig. 2 (Continued). 
The fact that we sorted the more chemically relevant even carbon (and mainly 
nonradical) benezenoid formulas [Table PAH6(even)] from the odd carbon ones 
[Table PAH6(odd)] which are always less stable radical species allowed us to 
more readily discern the above regularities [12-15, IS]. Radicai polycyclic molecular 
graphs have no l-factor subgraphs. Graphs that are not l-factorable cannot be 
a-factorable. 
7.3. Floatingjkctions for benzenoid constant-isomer series 
The base formulas for all the constant-isomer series in Table PAH6 (except for 
the series starting with benzene) can be obtained from the following general 
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relations [25]: 
N,=6~~+14w+10+(2w+3)u+u, 
NH = 6w + 8 + v, w = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
v = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and u = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2), 
where for each specified integer value of w, both v and u in unison, successively take on 
the values given in the parentheses. For example, setting w = 6, we obtain the 
following: 
N, NH v IA No. of isomers 
310 44 0 0 1055 (726,19) 
325 45 1 0 1055 (726,19) 
340 46 2 0 2022(1471,46) 
355 47 3 0 2765 (2062,70) 
370 48 4 0 2765 (2062,70) 
387 49 5 2 - 
These relationships are called floating functions [25]; the isomer numbers were 
obtained from the above listing. 
7.4. Total resonant sextet benzenoids 
Because of the isomorphism between strictly peri-condensed and essentially strain- 
free TRS benzenoids [21,18,24], the above regularities described for constant-isomer 
benzenoids can be transferred directly to essentially strain-free TRS benzenoids 
through the following formula relationships: 
N, (sextet) = 3N, - 3Nu + 6, 
NH (sextet) = 2Nu - 6, 
Benzenoids and TRS benzenoids related through these two equations are called 
associates. Thus, the D3,, one-isomer starting with Ci3H9 (phenalenyl) has an asso- 
ciated Dsh one-sextet-isomer series starting with C18H12 (triphenylene) as shown in 
Scheme V. Phenalenyl is the only C13H9 benzenoid and its leapfrog is the only 
CIBHIZ essentially strain-free TRS benzenoid. Phenylenyl radical is an open-shell 
species (violates the well-known octet rule for the atomic elements) and its leapfrog is 
closed-shell (obeys the octet rule for atomic elements). In this one-to-one matching 
between strictly peri-condensed and total resonant sextet constant-isomer series it 
seen that in going from the parent 9 to its leapfrog 2, the following correspondences 
101 
hold: 
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where N,,, Npo r (empty), and ni are the number of internal degree-3, peripheral 
degree-3, rings without Clar sextets, and perimeter units (i = 0 for bay region, i = 1 for 
solo, i = 2 for duo, i = 3 for trio, i = 4 for quarto, and i = 5 for phenyl), respectively. 
En = 79.2044 
Fig. 3. The base (first generation) total resonant sextet benzenoid structures belonging to the two corres- 
ponding four-sextet-isomer series arranged in parallel order according to their matching topological 
characteristics. 
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Fig. 3 (Continued). 
To illustrate these invariants and associated correspondences, compare phenalenyl 
and its leapfrog, triphenylene, in Scheme V: For phenalenyl + triphenylene 
(9 + A?), N,, -+ Y (empty) = 1, N,, + PZ~ = 3, and By -+ PQ 1 = 3. Other examples, are 
provided by comparing the associates structures going from Figs. 2 to 3. Fig. 3 
presents the correspondent C54H22 and C7sHZ6 TRS benzenoid structures associated 
with the correspondent C30H14 and C,oH,, benzenoid structures given in Fig. 2. 
Note the one-to-one matching both between the correspondents and associates. 
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7.5. Selective lineations and embedding 
Whenever a smaller graph (fragment) can be embedded onto a larger one through 
zero nodes, then the eigenvalues of the smaller graph will be found among those 
belonging to the larger one [8,9,20,28]. To embed a fragment onto a larger molecular 
graph, the following rules apply: (1) All (atomic) vertices connected to the fragment 
must be nodes (have zero eigenvector coefficients), (2) on the other side of these nodes 
will be a repetition of the fragment with the opposite sign, and other attachments at 
these nodes will also be nodes. Ethene (L2), ally1 (L3), butadiene (L4) and benzene (C,) 
are common fragments embedded on benzenoids. The following shows with triangu- 
lene, the CZ2H12 diradical benzenoid isomer (out of three possible CZ2H12 isomers), 
that selective lineations are just rapid determinations of embedding with ethene 
[S, 9,201. This example only shows one of three 
-. 
triangulene 0 
C22H12 
ethene embedding 
group 
E=fl 
peak 
3 
solo group 4% wvalleys 
selective lineation 
distinct selective lineations possessed by triangulene [16]. Note that triangulene and 
the C&HI6 diradical in Fig. 2 have one peak and three valleys [27] and the C30H14 
diradical has two peaks and four valleys, the difference of which is designated by 
6 = 2; phenalenyl in Scheme V is a monoradical species designated by 6 = 1. Alter- 
nant conjugated hydrocarbon (bipartite graph) monoradicals (6 = l), diradicals 
(6 = 2) , triradicals (6 = 3) , etc. will have one, two, three, etc. eigenvalues of zero, 
respectively, [20,25,27]. Since diradical triangulene has three selective lineations, by 
simple inspection of its molecular graph it is determined that it has eigenvalues of 
f. one three times and two zero eigenvalues; i.e., we have quickly determined 8 of the 
22 eigenvalues for triangulene from its molecular graph characteristics, only! 
7.6. Base formulas for the smallest one-isomer polyradicals 
All the formulas for the smallest unique polyradical members of the constant- 
isomer series are given directly by [25] 
N, (odd) = (4, (3a4 + 266’ + 75), 
NH (odd) = (8 (6* + 5), 
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N, (even) = (i) (3d4 + 20h4 + 48) 
NH (even) = ($) (d2 + 4). 
For example, for 6 = 1, N,(odd) = 104/8 = 13 and N,(odd) = 9 which gives the 
formula of C13H9 for phenalenyl monoradical (Scheme V). For 6 = 2, 
N,(even) = v = 22 and Nn(even) = 12 which gives the formula of C22H12 for 
triagulene diradical. Note that all these base polyradical members, like phenalenyl 
and triangulene, have D3h symmetry and three selective lineations. Again, this is part 
of the overall topological paradigm displayed by constant-isomer benzenoids [lSJ. 
The &Hi4 and C4,,Hi6 Czv diradicals in Fig. 2 are the second and third smallest 
base members of the diradical constant-isomer subset, respectively. 
8. Generation of constant-isomer fluorenoidsjfluoranthenoids and indacenoids 
8. I. General algorithm description 
The generation of constant-isomer fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids ( ystems with one 
pentagonal ring and one or more hexagonal rings) follows the same procedure outlined 
for constant-isomer benzenoids except systems with N,, > 4 were allowed to have 
ultimate excised internal structures (EISs) possessing one pentagonal ring [16]. 
Fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids with N,, < 5 were generated by all combinatorial hexag- 
onal ring to pentagonal ring contractions of the benzenoid structural isomers with 
formulas having one more CH; in the case of Ni, > 4, this operation was also performed 
on benzenoid structures and the resulting fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids were added to 
those generated by circumscribing pentagonal ring containing EISs [16]. A similar 
procedure was followed for indacenoids (systems with two pentagonal rings) [17]. 
8.2. Topological paradigm for jIuorenoids/JEuoranthenoids 
Starting with the smallest base member (C,H,), the known isomer numbers for the 
fluorenoid/fluoranthenoid constant-isomer series are 1, 1, 1,2,3,2,7,7,9,17,9,31, 
31,41,72,41,120,120, . . . [16]. Note the . . . a,a,b,c, b . . . regularity in the isomer 
number sequence. The constant-isomer series with the same isomer number values 
are correspondent series and there exists a one-to-one matching in the symmetry 
characteristics between their correspondent structures. The correspondent C&HI4 
and C48H16 fluoranthenoid nine-isomer series are presented in Fig. 4 in parallel order 
according to their matching topological characteristics. 
8.3. Floating functions for JuorenoidsJJEuoranthenoid constant-isomer series 
The base formulas for all the fluorenoid/fluoranthenoid constant-isomer series 
(except the one beginning with C5H5) can be obtained from the following floating 
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functions: 
N,=5w2-t12w+9+(2w+3)u+u, 
NH = 5w + 7 + v, w = 0, 1,2, 3, ... , 
v = (0, 4 2, 3, 4), 
u = (0, 0, 0, 0, 2), 
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Fig. 4. First generation members of the two nine-isomer fluorenoid/fIuoranthenoid constant-iosmer series 
in parallel order according to their topological invariants. 
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Fig. 4 (Continued). 
where for each value of w, both u and u in unison take on the values shown in their 
parentheses. 
8.4. Topological paradigm for irtdacenoid constant-isomer series 
Starting with the smallest base member, the known isomer numbers for the 
indacenoid constant-isomer series are 1,1,1,3,6,7,6,12,28,26,28,51, ..+ Cl?]. Note 
the .., a,b,a,c . . . regularity in the isomer number sequence. The constant-isomer 
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series with the same isomer number values are correspondent series and exhibit 
a one-to-one matching in the topological characteristics of their membership. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 5 with the correspondent C1 7Hg and Cz7H1 1 indacenoid series. 
Note in Fig. 5 that adjacency/nonadjacency of the pentagons is also a topological 
matching parameter for correspondent indacenoid constant-isomers. Adjacent/ 
nonadjacent pentagons is also an important structural/stability parameter for 
fullerenes [29]. 
8.5. Floating functions for indacenoid constant-isomer series 
The base formula for all the indacenoid constant-isomer series (except the first 
one-isomer series) can be obtained from the following floating functions: 
N, = 4~’ + 10~ + 8 + (2w + 3)u, 
NH = 4w + 6 + v, w = 0, 1,2,3, ... 
u=(O,1,2,3). 
ga 5 5 r i. hay 
cS cs 
Fig. 5. The first generation members of the two six-isomer indacenoid constant-isomer series in parallel 
order according to their topological invariants. 
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C27H1 1 ’ ‘2” 
Fig. 5 (Continued). 
The formula periodic table sets for fluorenoids/fluoranthenoids and indacenoids 
have been displayed [16,17]. Using the floating functions given above one can easily 
construct the left-hand staircase edge of these tables, 
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9. From benzenoids to fullerenes 
9.1. Construction of a formula periodic table for polypentagonallpolyhexagonal 
hydrocarbons 
A formula periodic table for even carbon polypentagonal systems has 
been constructed, augmented with the fullerene derived region, and fused with 
Table PAH6(even) [21]. Table 3 is divided into two parts where the lower part is 
a continuation of the upper part as one moves from left to right. The formulas C,H, 
change successively by C,H2 along a row and by C6Hz along a column. All formulas 
below and to the right of the staircase dashed line in Table 3 are benzenoid formulas 
(Table PAH6). Benzenoid formulas in the same row correspond to PAH6 structures 
with the same number of internal third degree (degree-3) vertices NI,(PAH6); internal 
third degree vertices are bounded by three fused rings in molecular graphs. The 
formulas to the left of the double vertical lines (bottom part of Table 3) correspond to 
fused polypentagonal conjugated hydrocarbons (Table PCHS) with the exception of 
those formulas with s < 6 to the left of the N,,(PCHS) = 10 column (to the left and 
above the staircase line). These latter formulas are derived in a formal sense from 
fullerene formulas by addition of H2 and 2Hz in such a way as to disrupt the fullerene 
cage structure and must contain < 13 pentagonal rings with remaining rings being 
hexagonal. PCHS structures with formulas in the same column of Table 3 will have 
the same number of third degree vertices NL,(PCH5). Thus in regard to NI,, Table 
PAH6 and Table PCH5 are orthogonal sets. Since odd carbon polypentagonal and 
polyhexagonal conjugated hydrocarbons are invariably less stable radical species, 
Table 3 only lists even carbon formulas. The odd carbon formulas can be obtained in 
each column by adding or substracting C3H from the formulas listed. 
9.2. Formula/structure relationships defined by Table 3 
As one can see, Table 3 defines three major domains; the upper-left fullerene derived 
region (here we also include C12Hs and CIsHIo), the middle polypentagonal region, 
and the lower-right polyhexagonal (benzenoid) region. The first domain contains 
formulas that must correspond to polycyclic structures possessing < 13 pentagonal 
rings in addition to hexagonal ones. The second domain contains formulas that must 
correspond to structures having pentagonal or pentagonal and hexagonal fused rings. 
The third domain contains formulas that must correspond to structures having 
hexagonal or pentagonal and hexagonal fused rings. The intersection region which 
contains formulas to the left of the double vertical ines and below the staircase dashed 
line can have a range of polycyclic structures from fused polypentagonal (PCHS) to 
polyhexagonal (PAH6) conjugated hydrocarbons. Formulas to the right of the double 
vertical ines cannot correspond to structures containing exclusively fused pentagonal 
rings, and formulas located to the left of the vertical double lines and above the dashed 
staircase line cannot correspond to structures containing exclusively fused hexagonal 
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rings. Circum(26) anthracene (C40H16, D2,, in Fig. 2) recently been synthesized [21] 
and is a member of the four-isomer benzenoid series (C4,,Hi6, C7sHZ2, . . . ) located 
on the staircase edge of Table PAH6 as defined by the dashed line in Table 2. 
Immediately above this formula in Table 3 is C 34 H i4 which is also above the dashed 
line belonging to the middle domain. No benzenoid structure can correspond to the 
formula of (&Hi4. However, there are 34 fluoranthenoid (PAHs with one pentagonal 
ring among otherwise hexagonal ones) isomers [16] that do correspond to this 
formula. The benzenoid, circum(30) coronene (C54H18), and one of its possible PCHS 
structures can be found in Fig. 1 of Ref. [7] (second citation). Pyrene has its Ci6Hi0 
formula to the right of the double vertical lines in Table 3. The 4 fluoranthenoid and 
13 indacenoid isomers of pyrene have been depicted [16,17], but no PCHS structures 
are possible for C16Hi0. It has been shown that the maximum number of pentagonal 
rings in addition to hexagonal ones that a benzenoid (PAH6) isomer can possess is 
given by r5max < Ni, (PAH6). For pyrene, Nr, (PAH6) = 2 and therefore polypentag- 
onal/polyhexagonal isomers of pyrene can have structures with no more than two 
pentagonal rings in addition to hexagonal ones. 
9.3. Fullerenes and leapfrogging 
The leapfrog rule says that for every isomer of a fullerene with n carbon atoms (C,), 
there is a corresponding unique closed-shell isomer of the fullerene C3,,. This 
C3,, isomer has the same point-group symmetry as its C, precursor and can be 
constructed from it by a two-stage ‘leapfrogging’ process which involves omnicapping 
and subsequently taking the face dual [19]. Herein, it was shown that any benzenoid, 
open-shell or closed-shell, can be transformed by the leapfrog algorithm into a 
successor benzenoid with a maximum number of Clar sextets and same point-group 
symmetry (Scheme V). Application of the leapfrog algorithm on all noncatacondensed 
benzenoid isomer sets called of members with catacondensed appendages or bridging 
units will generate all possible strain-free total resonant sextet benzenoids; 
strain-free TRS benzenoids have nonhelical structures devoid of two or more bay 
regions. 
A distinction between dual and inner dual needs to be made. The former is used 
with polyhedra and the latter is used with polygons. To construct a dual or inner dual, 
a point is placed in the center of every face or ring and the points in adjacent faces or 
rings are connected by lines, respectively. A dual graph of a polygonal system would 
possess one more point than its inner dual; this additional point would be located in 
the outer infinite region with lines passing through the periphery of the polygon. Two 
polyhedra are duals when the vertices of one correspond to the face-centers of the 
other. The tetrahedron is self-dual and the cube and octahedron are duals. The 
leapfrog operation on dodecahedron (C,,) which is open-shell gives buckminsterful- 
lerene (C,,) which is closed-shell. The dual of a 3-connected spherical polyhedron with 
twelve pentagons and r6 hexagonal faces is a spherical deltahedron with triangular 
faces, twelve Scoordinate and r6 6-coordinate vertices [39]. Exactly twelve pentagons 
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are required to give a geometrically closed shape. In the leapfrog procedure, symmetry 
and the number of pentagons remains fixed and nonadjacent. 
10. Conclusions and reflections 
The elementary substructure concept prevails the way scientists approach their 
research discipline. Elementary particle physicists seek ever decreasing elementary 
particles (leptons and hadrons) to learn how matter is made. Genetic biologists are 
studying the genome to discover the DNA sequences that carry the necessary informa- 
tion concerning the processes of life. Chemists study elementary substructures (atoms, 
bonds, functional groups, etc.) which contain the information that determine the 
chemical properties of molecules containing them. Since the whole is more than the 
sum of its parts, the unique interactions between the parts must be factored-in 
separately. Thus, discrete mathematics represents an important tool in scientific 
studies. The work summarized in this review has been instrumental in organizing the 
field benzenoids into a systematic framework for the first time. This work on polypen- 
tagonal/polyhexagonal systems has relevance to benzenoids [S], fluorenoids/fluoran- 
thenoids, indacenoids, and related polycyclic hydrocarbon compounds [9], and to 
quasicrystalline materials [30] and fullerenes [3,19,22,24,29]. 
The overriding results summarized in this review demonstrates that polypenta- 
gonal/polyhexagonal systems are particularly important and play a special role in 
nature. We believe that the topological paradigm described herein is a type of 
self-organizing phenomenon and that the concept of a periodic table set will have 
broad application to other discrete systems. 
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